MiraclePay Edocs
Deposit for NAV
MiraclePay Edocs Deposit provides a secure means to store
and access payslips, P60s, pension letters, P11Ds and P45s
on-line. Documents can quickly be delivered in a totally
secure environment.
The benefits are significant and our customers will quickly
realise a substantial return on their investment. MiraclePay
Edocs Deposit can easily be added to any existing MiraclePay
Enterprise solution, providing simple and easy to use
integration to the web services where the documents are
stored.
Savings
There are considerable time and financial savings to be
achieved by securely storing and providing access to payslips
and P60s electronically. Organisations can significantly
improve business efficiency - no more printing, tearing off
perforation strips, stuffing envelopes, transporting and finally
posting. As documents are stored on-line, there is no need to
maintain a database of email addresses. Also stationery bills
become a thing of the past.
Employees without access to email will be able to login to the
website and download, print or view their documents.
Customer savings are considerable; a business with 1,000
employees could save nearly £7.5K per year on postage alone
based on a monthly payroll run. This figure is just the start
of your cost savings and of course the opportunity to run
a ‘greener’ business means organisations can quickly reduce
their carbon footprint.
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Functionality
• MiraclePay Enterprise will automatically send your chosen
documents to the Edocs Deposit for secure storage
• Each employee will be provided with a unique username and
password to retrieve their documents
• Documents will be stored online until they are two years old. They
will be automatically deleted at this point unless the employee
selects to store them for longer
• Employees will be able to choose whether they would like to view
their payslips, P60s, pension letters, P11Ds or P45s online,
download or print them
• Employees will simply need access to a web browser to view their
documents whether they choose to access from work, home or a
public location such as the library or Internet cafe
• Employees will have the ability to change their username and
password quickly and easily
Benefits
• Significantly reduces time pressures for those processing the
payroll
• Huge reduction in paper and stationery usage saving money
and helping the business to be ‘greener’
• Huge reduction in printing costs
• Printed payslips and specialised sealing machines no longer need
to be purchased and maintained
• Any concerns over missing or stolen mail can be alleviated
• Postal delays or strikes are no longer a concern
• Eliminates time consuming manual processes
• Significant time savings to be made, therefore improving the
efficiency of your payroll department
• Postage cost savings alone could be significant. Basing figures
on 1,000 staff, a monthly payroll posted first class could reduce
costs by £7.5K per annum
• Reduces the need to store large amounts of paper
• Reduces your carbon footprint as a result of less printing and
transportation
• Greener businesses can have a more positive company image
and reputation
• Could recognise a return on investment in just 12 months or
quicker, depending on the number of employees.
How it works
Miracle have partnered with Edocs Deposit Limited to provide this
offering. Our MiraclePay Enterprise solution simply integrates with
the Edocs Deposit web site. Documents produced by MiraclePay
Enterprise will be directed to the site and employees can simply
access their documents with a unique username and password.
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